
Math 6316, Spring 2018
Due 9 February 2018

Homework 1 – Nonlinear Solvers

1. Consider Steffensen’s method, given by the iteration formula
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for solving the scalar-valued equation f(x) = 0, where f ∈ C2(R). Explain the connection
with Newton’s method. Assuming that the iterates
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converge to a simple root α
(i.e. f(α) = 0 and f ′(α) 6= 0), prove that this convergence is quadratic.

2. Consider an iteration function of the form

g(x) = x+ f(x)h(x),

and assume that α is a simple root of f . Derive the precise conditions on the function h so that
the fixed point iteration,

x(k+1) = g
(
x(k)

)
will converge cubically to α if x(0) is “close enough” to α.

With this result, derive the properties that a root-finding function f(x) must have to guarantee
that Newton’s method applied to f(x) = 0 converges cubically.

Note: in this problem, I expect your derivations to have the mathematical rigor of a proof:
proceed logically from one step to the next, and justify any nontrivial steps.

3. (Matlab/Python) Write a Steffensen method function (see problem 1 and in-class
examples) having the Matlab form

function [x,its] = steffensen(Ffun, x, maxit, Srtol, Satol, Rrtol, Ratol, output)

(or the equivalent in Python), in a file steffensen.m or steffensen.py. All arguments should
have identical meaning to the in-class Newton method example.

In a script named prob3.m or prob3.py, compare the performance of Newton’s and Steffenson’s
methods on the root-finding problem

f(x) = ex/2 − 3x− 2,

using initial guesses x(0) ∈ {−5, 2, 5}, relative solution tolerance 10−6, absolute solution tolerance
10−6, relative residual tolerance 10−13, and absolute residual tolerance 10−13. Allow a maximum
of 50 iterations per solve, and have both solvers output the convergence history as they proceed.



At the end of your script, output a short text paragraph where you explain your results (why
do they make sense mathematically).

4. (Matlab/Python) In a file named broyden.m (or broyden.py in Python), write a Matlab
function to implement the Broyden method from section 7.1 of the book, but that includes the
following changes:

(a) Remove the input Q and add an input for the Jacobian function (as in the Newton solver
from class); before beginning the Broyden iteration, initialize Q as the Jacobian evaluated
at the initial guess.

(b) Include all four of the solution/residual relative and absolute solution tolerances, Srtol,
Satol, Rrtol and Ratol respectively.

(c) Include a logical input argument, output, that dictates whether diagnostic information is
output to the screen during the solve.

(d) Add checks for valid input arguments (maximum number of iterations, relative and abso-
lute tolerances).

Your resulting Matlab function should have the form

function [x,its] = broyden(Ffun, Jfun, x, maxit, Srtol, Satol, Rrtol, Ratol, output)

(or the equivalent in Python).

In a Matlab script prob4.m or Python script prob4.py, run both Newton’s method and Broy-
den’s method on the semiconductor device simulator example from class. For the Newton solver,
use the function provided in class. For your tests, use the same discretization size and model pa-
rameters as those from class, but with λ = 0.049. Run four tests for each method, with the solver
tolerances: (Srtol, Satol,Rrtol,Ratol) ∈
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)
,
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)
,(

10−9, 10−10, 10−13, 10−15
)
,
(
10−11, 10−12, 10−15, 10−15

) }
. Allow a maximum of 20 iterations

per solve, use an initial guess of all zeros, and output the iteration history as the solves proceed.
At the end of the tests, output a table summarizing the run time and iteration count results for
each experiment.


